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OVERVIEW

During 1984-1986, with funding support from the U.S. Department of
Education, the Center for Applied Linguistics (CAL) developed and validated a
series of tests of speaking proficiency in Chinese that mal.:e use of a "semi-
direct" procedure. This is a procedure in which the test stimuli are presented
to the examinee through a tape recording and associated test booklet, rather
than thr3ugh direct face-to-face conversation as is the case with the ACTFL/ILR
oral proficiency interview (OPI). Although the OPI procedure has been used
extensively and with good success for several of the languages most widely
taught in the United States (e.g., French, Spanish, German), the relatively
small student enrollments in the so-called 'less-commonly-taught" (LCT)
languages--together with the associated limitations on material and personnel
resources within these language areas--may often make it difficult or
impossible to establish the necessary infrastructure of highly trained
interviewer/raters to conduct interview-based testing or, by the same token, to
establish and maintain a suitable mechanism for the monitoring and quality-
control of the testing process.

It was the intent of the CAL project to develop an alternative approach to
speaking proficiency testing that would be operationally practical for use in
an 1..CT language setting, but at the same time highly congruent with the regular
ACTFL/ILR interviewing and rating procedure in terms of both the types and
extent uf language use elicited in the course of the test and the nature and
interpretation of the testing results. In keeping with these goals, the
project developed four alternate forms of a tape- and booklet- mediated Chinese
speaking test, designed to be administered either in a student recording-
capable language laboratory or in a regular classroom using two portable tape
recorders, one to play the master test tape and the other to record the
student's responses. 'The four test forms were subsequently validated by
administering both the project tests and a live face-to-face interview to the
same groups of students and determining the degree of correspondence of the
scores obtained on both types of instruments. The statistical indications from
this study are that, with properly trained raters, the semi-direct tests can be'
administered and scored as reliably as the.face-to.-face interview, and on this
basis can be used as effective surrogates for the live interview in situations
where face-to-face testing is not financially or administratively feasible. (A
detailed description of the, validation study and its results are available in
the final project report, °Development, Validation, and Dissemination of a
Proficiency-Based Test of Speaking Ability in Chinese and an Associated
Assessment Model for Other Less Commonly Taught,Languages" (U.S. Department of
Education Grant No. G408442258], 1966, available from the Center for Applied
Linguistics.)

The purpose of the present handbook is to document and provide commentary
on the development/validation activities carried out for the Chinese speaking
tests in sufficient depth ,and detail to serve as a useful general guide for the
preparation of similar tests in other less-commonly-taught languages. In this
regard, it should immediately be acknowledged that the implementation of a
similar test development project within a different language Or language family
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may quite properly give rise to somewhat different measurement needs andsolutions from those represented by the Chinese project. However, it is feltthat documentation of the conceptual questions wrestled with and practicalinsights gained in the course of the Chinese testing work may be of someassistance to persons considering the development of this type of test in otherlanguages.

DIRECT VS. SEMI-DIRECT TESTING

As defined and discussed in detail by Clark (1979), a "direct" testingprocedure is one in which a human tester interacts on a real-time basis with agiven examinee, both to present the test stimuli and (in most instances)simultaneously evaluate the examinee's responses. "Semi-direct" tests, bycontrast, are defined as any procedures which elicit active speech on the partof the examinee by means of printed booklets, tape recorded stimuli, or other'non-human" means, rather than through direct interaction with a liveinterlocutor.

A major advantage of the direct test--for which the oral proficiencyinterview (OPI) is the primary exampleis the high degree of face validity andprocedural validity which it embodies. As a means of determining speakingcompetence in a conversational setting, it is difficult to conceive of a morerealistic testing approach than actually engaging the examinee in conversation.The interactive nature of live conversation permits the demonstration, on theexamine's part, of the ability or lack of ability to use appropriately avariety of discourse management strategies of major importance to real-lifeconversation, including following appropriate turn-taking conventions,requesting clarification as necessary, repairing
miscommunications, etc.

In considering the use of a semi-direct test
as a measure of speakingproficiency, it must be acknowledged from the outset that interactive,discourse-managemeni aspects of the student's overall speaking proficiencycannot readily be elicited (or by the same token, effectively measured) throughsemi-direct techniques.. However, this limitation
notwithstanding, it is feltthat certain types of semi-direct techniques, which for convenience can bereferred to as proficiency-oriented semi-direct procedures, can serve tovalidly and efficiently measure many of the other performance aspects thatconstitute overall speaking proficiency as this concept is understood andapplied in the ACTFL/ILR

interviewing/rating context. Here and throughout theworkbook, the term
"proficiency-oriented semi-direct test" will be used torefer to any measurement

procedure that (1) approximates as closely as possiblethe linguistic content and manner of operation of a'live interview,,and (2) isscored and interpreted on the basis of the ACTFL/ILR
proficiency guidelines orother functionally similar descriptive scale. The Chinese Speaking Test (CST)was planned arid developed with these criteria constantly in mind, and thenumerous discussions that were held-concerning the overall format for the testas well as the individual

question types to be employed all had as crucialtouchstones the two interrelated questions: "How can we best approximate theelicitation-procedUres and contextual conditions of a well-conducted liveinterview through the vehicle of a a stimulus tape and booklet?" and "To whatextent will-a proposed format or question type tend to elicit a studentresponse that can be efficiently
and reliably eyaluated on the basis of theACTFL/ILR scale?"
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A MAJOR CAUTION

The proper interpretation and effective use of the material contained inthis handbook presupposes an extensive theoretical and practical background--aswell as considerable
"hands-on" experience--in oral proficiency interviewingand rating as both of these areas 'have been elaborated by the American Councilon the Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTFL) in conjunction with EducationalTesting Service (ETS), the Interagency Language Roundtable (ILR), the Centerfor Applied Linguistics (CAL) and other organizations that have played a majorrole in the development and dissemination of this measurement technique.Although the information provided fn this workbook is intended to be asdetailed as postiible within necessary scope and length constraints, study ofthis oaterial CANNOT in and of .itself provide the necessary background andfamiliarity with oral proficiency testing concepts and procedures in generalthat would be needed to properly interpret and sake effective use of theinformation presented. Persons intending to make use of this workbook as anaid to test development should, at a minimum, have

successfully completed afull-scale ACTFL-sponsored interviewer/rater training workshop either in thelanguage of the test or, where necessary, a similar ACTFL-led workshop usingEnglish-miAium presentations and example interviews. All of the followingsections o'; the handbook will presume at least this degree of familiarity andexperience with the oral proficiency
interviewing/rating process and itsconceptual foundations.

OVERALL TEST FORMAT: SOME BASIC CONSIDERATIONS

Seven basic considerations governed the specification of the overalltesting format for the CST, and these same issues are considered relevant tothe design of similar tests for other languages.

1. To provide maximum flexibility in.the types of stimuli that can bepresented to the student, the test should make use of a printed booklet as wellas a master audiotape.

Prior to the CST, there was only.one known test develOpment effort aimedat producing a "proficiency-oriented semi-direct test" as the term is usedhere. This was'the Recorded Oral Proficiency Examination (ROPE), designed andreported by Lowe and Cliffprd (1980). iThe ROPE consists of a series of tape-recorded questions in the t:Irget language, which the student is to answerorally one-by-one during appropriately timed, paUses on the tape. ..Althouoh thisquestion-mnswer format does provide a reasonable amount of flexibility, in thatquestions across a, variety of topical areas and at-varying levels of difficultycan be posed, it has seyeral,drawbacks.. First, especially for the moresoPhisticated quesUonii it is possible'that
examinees might not fully,understand the naturi or_intent of the orally-presented target_languagequestion,'even though'they4ight

havesufficient speaking proficiency torespond appropriately to the identical question presented tri some other manner(e.g., Orinted.in a test booklet). In the live oral interview,'the Mis-hearingor Misunderstanding of .kspoken question is not as great a problem, since theexaminee can ask
for,repetition,:the.question can be rephrased in a simplerform, etc. ,Nowever, in the tape-recorded mode, there is no opportunity for
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this type of clarification, and miscomprehension of a spoken quel,T:on can, inthe absence of visual reinforcement in a test booklet, inappropriatelynegatively affect the studsnt's active response to the tape-recorded question.

A second and even more compelling reason to combine a printed booklet witha master audiotape was to provide for greater flexibility in eliciting extendeddescriptions, narrative discourse, and other types of examinee speech inaddition to conversational question-answer per se than would be possible in atape-only format. In the live interview, face-to-face conversation is oftensupplemented by the use of a variety of "visuals,"
including, for example,index cards on which are printed short descriptions of a particular

communicative task (e.g., renting a hot.51 room, having an article of clothingrepaired, etc.) which the student is to Leery out based on the descriptionprovided. Use of a test booklet along with the 'tape makes it possible not only.to provide these "situation" or "role-play" stimuli but also present a varietyOf other printed or pictorial material intended to elicit other types ofresponses (suctcas extended narrative description) that are at issue in thelevel descriptions.

2. The test should cover the level 1 to 3+ range (Intermediate Low toEueerior) on the ACTFL/ILR scale.

With respect to the "higher bound" of the intended test range, theselection of 3+ was, as a practical matter, mandated by the semi-direct natureof the test. At level 4 and above, the examinee's proficiency is such thatdetailed and explicit probing on an interactive (i.e., live conversation) basisis necessary to adequately determine the extent and depth of lexical knowledge,ability to respond appropriately to abrupt conversational turns, and a varietyof other higher-level performances at issue in the "4-and-above" range. At theother end of the scale, a 'lower bound" of level 1 was selected for tworeasons. First, in order to present test stimuli appropriate for the 0+student, it would be necessary to make use of a variety of rather artificalprocedures (e.g., naming colors, identifying objects in a room, etc.) thatwould not ordinarily be encountered in a real-life communication setting and,as such, mould be very much out of keeping with the more realistic and moreface- and content-valid
communicative tasks at issue elsewhere in the test.Second, it was felt that to include provisions for eliciting "below level 1"types of memorized or rote responses within the body of the test might serve toinappropriately legitimize these types of responses as representative of someacceptable level of real-life functional capacity in the language.

3. Each of the questions in the test should be answerable, in at least aminimal fashion, by examinees at the lowest end (level 1) of the score range.

Because the taped test would necessarily be administered in a linearfashion, with all examinees, regardless of proficiency level, attempting eachof the questions, it 'was considered important to insure that even the leastcompetent students Would be'.able to say at least
sOmething,irLresponse to eachquestion. Both i6 the question4llanning and writing/reviewing process, animportant touchstone wet-to,make sure thativen a "survival level' examineeWould-not-be ,completely blocked by any of the test,questions. For example,even in the Oostsophisticated

"situation" tasks,'.e.g., making appropriate
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after-dinner remarks in a highly formal setting, even level 1 examinees would
be able to say the target language equivalent of "Thank you, like very much,
hope come again," etc.

more
4. Wherever
so.histicated

ossible ac uestion should rovide the o I

and elaborated res onses on the .art of hi h
ortanity for.

er-level
examinees.

It was acknowledged that certain questions on the test would necessarily
fail to elicit a full level 1 - 3+ range of responses because the topical area
and/or the communicative requirement was intrinsically at a lower level. For
example, in the conversational portion of the test, questions such as "Where do
you live?" would not be expected to probe beyond level 2, since this is not a
situation in which even educated native speakers would normally produce a
"beyond level 2" type of response. However, to the extent possible, each
question in the test was phrased so as to include some type of cue that would
alert the more proficient examinee to the desirability of making a more
elaborated response. For example, one questinn asked the examinee to describe
the typical day of an American office worker, based on a sequence of line
drawings. The additional instruction, "You may wish to add some appropriate
social commentary," was intended to elicit some discussion of the overall
American work ethic, the fast-paced 'lunch at your desk" syndrome, etc. which
was clearly implied in the drawings and would be a natural topic for comment by
examinees having the requisite level of proficiency.

5. The test should follow the normal progression of the live interview
with respect to_both the kinds of questions asked and the level of
sophistication targeted by these questions.

Just as the live interview is intended to progress from eliciting
relatively simple factual information in an autobiographical mode up through
progressively more sophisticated types of language performance, the CST was
designed to follow a similar general sequence of autobiographical information,
narrative descriptions, past-time and future-time descriptions, responses
requiring comparisons, supported opinion, discussion of hypothetical
situations, etc., up through a final series of role-playing situations
requiring tailoring of content and style of speech in keeping with the
sociolinguistic characteristics of each situation.

6. With'the single exception of the target language questions in the
"live conversation' section of the test, all test directions and test stimuli
should be in Entlish.'

This consideration was definitely,not in keeping- with conventional or
traditional Approaches to testing within the Chinese field, in which the use of
English' is .characteristically avoided except.possibly for the initial general
(whole teit)rdirections.,' HoweVer,:it was.felt that presenting the test
.directions,vrtthe individualluestion ftimuli in Chinese would run ,the
sOstantial risk ofjiaving the examinee not understand (or only partially or
erroneously ,understand) the:specific speaking rtask at issue and thus-fare
poorly on the test--the actual level of speaking proficiency notwithstanding.
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For the higher-level questions esPecially, where it would be necessary toconvey:quite complex and/or subtle information to, the examinee in order toproperly communicate the intended nature of a response, limitations on theexaminee'.s listening comprehension or reading proficiency in Chinese might meanthat these complexities
and distinctions would be lost to the examinee, andthus negatively affect or:completely block an appropriate response, regardlessof his or her level:of speaking proficiency per se. By providing the testinstructions and other stimuli in English (with the single exception of theconversational section, in which this approach would be quite:artificial andinappropriate on'face validity grounds)--and also by arranging to provide mostof these:instructions in Written as well as spoken form--the student's chancesof not understanding

or misunderstanding the required response tasks as suchwere appreciably reduced.

7. Each of the test questions should be framed so as to reflect arealistic and meaningful
communicative task within a real-life context.

Throughout the test, each question or question section would be set withina "scenario" that would involve the examinee as a transmitter of novelinformation to a specified interlocutor for a pragmatic communicative purpose.For example, in' the first (conversational) part of the test, instead of simplyasking the examinee to "answer the following questions aloud,' the instructionswere: "...you will have a conversation with a native speaker of Chinese. Thisperson would like to find,out some things about your.background,
activities,and interests. For each question asked by the Chinese speaker, listencarefully and answer during the pause immediately following the question." Ina later section eliciting fairly detailed descriptions based on complex linedrawings, the instructions were not a linguistically artificial "nameeverything in the picture" or "say everything you can about the picture," but'A Chinese-speaking friend has expressed an interest in taking her children toa recreation park in your neighborhood this coming weekend.. She is veryinterested in knowing what facilities are.available in the park and, ingeneral, what kinds of things there are to do there. You will have 15 secondsto study the picture. Then, when the signal sounds, tell your friend as muchas possible about the park and what one can do there." This "scenario"approach to the framing of the test questions was considered to provide a morecommunicatively natural framework for the examinee's response by indicatingclearly the pragmatic purpose for the response, the nature of the 'targetaudience" for the response, and other

sociolinguistically relevant information.For higher-level examinees especially, the "scenario" approach also served toalert them to the speech style and discourse level appropriate to a particularquestion or test section.

OVERALL TEST INSTRUCTIONS

The general instructions for the test, which are delivered by the mastervoice on the tape as well as printed in the test booklet, are shown inAppendix A. Important points stressed in these instructions include:

1. The range of the test is intentionally broad, and no one is expected toanswer all questions completely.
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2. The examinee should be sure to speak as much and as well as possible inresponse to each question.

Also in,luded are reminders to speak loudly enough and clearly enough toproduce a good quality recording, and to make sure that the examinee's tape
recorder is in the "record" mode, wf.th the tape moving through the machine,before the test begifis.

Each of the item-type sections included in the final version of theChinese test is described in detail below, followed by discussion of rationale,
cautions/sugggestions in question preparation, important information to beconveyed in the directions for that section, and so forth. Examples are drawnas required from any of the four versions of the test, each of which isreproduced in full, together with aster tape scripts, in Appendix R.

PERSONAL CONVERSATION

In this section, the examinee listens, with test booklet closed, to spokenquestions in Chinese delivered by the master voice on the test tape, am.;responds to each question as it is asked. The scenario established for thissection is that 'you will have a conversation with a native speaker of Chinese..This person would like to find out some things about your background,
activities, and interests.' The examinee is advised "For each question askedby the Chinese speaker, listen carefully and answer during the pause
imnediately following the question. Say as much as you can in response to eachluestion." tNote: The caution to say as much as possible was also given in theg:n,?ral instructions, but is repeated here as an important reminder.] A short"Lzep signal" (500 Hz, approximately 1/2 second) is given at the end of theallotted response pause as an indication that the next Chinese question isabout to be spoken.

Approximately 12 questions are asked in this section, beginning withvery simple questions (target language equivalent of "Hello, how are you?") andprogressing to other conversational questions that reach to approximately level2/2+. The questions are typical of polite conversation among relativestrangers (as is implicitly the case in the early portions of the face-to-faceinterview). Questions broached can include simple biographical information,descriptions of routine activities, narrations in past or future time,
comparisons, supported opinion, and other types of language use within roughlythe level 1-2+ range.

The spoken questions shiiuld be phrased in a natural and idiomatic
manner, but should use very common lexicon and structure, so that the examineewill have little or no difficulty understanding

the meaning/intent of eachquestion.

Each question should be applicable to the actual biographical experienceof any exaMinee who would reasonably be expected to ,take the test at any time.For example, a queition such as "Are you enjoying your studies?" would not beappropriate unless 'both'immediate and possible future administrations were tobeyestricted to then-current students. -:Alternatively stated, eachAuestion inthis section 'should have !present truth-value" for the.examinee. Although thisrequirement appreciably: narrows the scope of possible puestions (by comparison
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to the'live interview, which can be adapted on a real-time basis to the
particular background of the examinee), some care in phrasing can help to
insure adequate generalizability. For example, instead of asking "Where is
your house located?" (presupposing a type of lodging that many student
examinees might not possess), the question could be phrased "Where are you
living at present?," which would embrace any and all types of housing.

Conversational rejoinders, if any, made by the tape in "response" to the
examinee's preceding answer must be'a reasonable, or at least not illogical,
reply to whatever the student may in fact have said. For example, to a "Hello,
how are you?" question, a taped response of "That's good" would not be an
appropriate conversational follow-up for an examinee who had just complained
about a splitting headache or who had expressed great anxiety about taking the
test. In general, because of the difficulty in judging ahead of time the
variety of examinee responses that might be made to a particular taped
question, conversational 'rejoinders," although frequent in live conversation,
are probably best avoided in a tape-recorded context or employed with extreme
care. Although an occasional intentionally vague and "all-purpose" reply such
as the target language equivalent of "I see" (followed by the next question)
could provide for some conversational naturalness, this is probably about the
limit of the feasible in a semi-direct mode.

o Careful response pause timing is critical if the "conversation' is to be
reasonably natural. In the Chinese versions, ,typical pauses ranged from 6-7
secondS .for the initial short questions. ("Hello, how are yOu?") to
approximately 20 seconds foe the sore discursive questions involving narrative
descriptions.or comparisons (e.g., "Do you like to eat restaUrant food or home
cooked meals? 'Why7"):.- If possible, a clinical tryout Aimed at, among other
things, determining the appropriate pause lengths, should be undertaken. This
can be done by recording each of the conversational questions end-to-end
(withoUt-pauses) on a trial tape and"on a one-to-one basis with 8-10.examinees
typical of the full proficiency range envisioned for.the ,test population--

, starting and stopping the' tape as necessary for each examinee, and recording
the response times actually used. ExPerience with the Chinese te4t suggests
that, for any given question, response times near the high end of the observed
range are preferable to shorter pauses since examinees, for the most part, are
more frustrated by being "cut off" during a reply than by having some seconds
of waiting time prior to the next question.

PICTURE-BASED DISCOURSE

This section is characterized by the presentation, in the test booklet, of
both single line drawings and sets of 4-5 topically-related "picture
sequences." .Both the individual pictures and the picture sequences are
accompanked,by spoken Engliih questions on the masterAape. 'In the Chinese
tests, two single-picture items.were included in each test version, with the
first of:these.intended to.check,the examinee's ability toAive simple
directions. -As in all parts of the tett, the picture-based tasksare set
within,genuine'communicative "scenarioe." For example, the 'giving directions"
question'for one version,of the test was phrased as follOws: 'Imagine that you
nave invited a Chinese friend, to come to dinner at your house,-which is a few
miles out:Of town. You need to give your friend directions ovee the telephone.
These directioni are shown by a-dotted line on the map. You will have 15

10



seconds to study the map. Then, when you hear a tone signal, tell your friend
how to drive from his house (which is marked by an X at the bottom right) toyour house."

The second single-picture question for each test version was aimed at
checking the examinee's abilty to provide detailed descriptions, and included
a rather complex scene involving both common and higher-level lexicon. A
tyPical seenario: "A Chinese-speaking friend, has expressed an interest in
taking her children to a recreation park in your neighborhood this coming
weekend. She is very interested in knowing what facilities are available in
the park and, in general, what kinds of things there are to do there. You will
have 15 seconds to study the picture. Then, when the signal sounds, tell yourfriend as much as possible about the park and what one can do there."

With regard to the picture-sequence items, the final version of each ofthe Chinese tests included three sequences--the first intended to elicit
descriptions of habitual activities (in present time) the second, a past time
narration, and the third, a future time narration. Typical scenarios included:

(Habitual action0

A typical day in the life of an average American office worker.

A typical school day for an American elementary school teacher.

A typical Saturday for an American family.

(Past time narration:)

A traffic accident.

A series of unfortunate events during a hotel stay.

Transportation problems in trying to get to a meeting.

(Future time narration:)

Plans for tourism and shopping during the coming weekend.

Plans for things to do with a Chinese friend visiting the United States.

Plans for a backpacking trip in the countryside.

For both the single-picture and
picture-sequence drawings, the style,

degree of detaill,and other visual aspects of the drawings are crucial to the
measurement.validity of the test questions. The following points should benoted:

Drawings are preferable to photographs in that (1) photographs,usually
contain extraneous an4 confusing detail that can often 'hide" the particular.
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aspects of the scene that are most at issue in the test; and (2) if photographs
are used, the test developer may be tempted to test whatever kinds of things
happen to be exemplified in available photographs, rather than carefully
specifying ahead o{ time the intended linguistic situations and anticipated
student responses, and tailoring the test stimuli to meet these requirements.

Since both men and women will be taking the test, 'the "protagonist" in a
given picture sequence (if intended to represent the examinee) should be drawn
as a unisex character to the greatest extent possible. Slacks/trousers (rather
than dresses or obviously male suits), hair of a length that could be worn by
either sex, etc., will all contribute to this-effect. By the same token, the
situation itself should be one 4n which both men and women would 'be equally
likely to find themselves. (Note: These cOnsiderations apply only to those
situations in which the examinee him/herself is represented in the drawings and
a first-person narration is at issue. When third-person narration is intended,
the "main character" in the drawings may be obviously of either sex.]

A modifivd cartoon style, in which the people are shown in a simplified
and stylized (but not "funny") manner, is preferable to more realistic and more'
complex depictions. The,scene itself should also be tlighly stylized and
simplified to the.bare essentials necessary to convey the intended information.

e For drawings i.ntended to elicit "giving directi,ons," experience with the
Chinese tests suggests that an oblique view o4 an actual scene (cf. p. 1, Form
D) i5 preferable to either i genuine map or a stylized bird's-eye map). The
reason for this is-that both the genuine map and, to,a lesser degree, the
bird's-eye ,drawing put a premium on the examinee's ability to "read maps"--an
extran4ous factor insofar as target language proficiency per se is concerned.
The oblique perspective provides a "mind's eye" view of the intended route and
frees the examinee from the potentially confounding chore of map reading assuch.

For drawings intended as stimului for detailed descriptions, enough
objects or activities should be depicted to allow for an elaborated response on
the part of more proficient examinees, without completely frustrating the less
competent examinees. For example, in Fora A, p. 2, the neighborhood park scene
includes a variety of linguistically sophisticated items from a learner's
perspective (snack cart, children going down a slide,, sand box, etc.) that
could be precisely related or at least readily paraphrased by a higher-level
student, but at the same time also includes other easier items ("swimming,"
°playing tennis") that would be within the ability of a less proficient
examinee.

Close and effective communication between the test developer and artist is
needed to insure that the drawings will be of the highest measurement value. A
suggested approach is as follows:

(1) The artist should be informed in detailed but "lay" terms about the
nature of the test, the age and background of the anticipated examinees, the
role of the line drawings in eliciting certain types of responses on the
examinees part, etc. If possible, the artist should sit.in on a session in
which several of the picture-based questions are discussed and planned.
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(2) For each individual picture or picture sequence, a detailed
information sheet should be prepared by the test developer, including:

- A brief description of the linguistic situation or task facing theexaminee in that particular instance.

- A verbal description of the desired content of and/or actions to bedepicted in each picture, emphasizing the major eleme,.ts (from a studentresponse perspective) at issue.

If possible, a very rough free-hand sketch of each picture (especiallyfor the picture sequences) to show the general layout and orientation. Thisrecommendation presupposes a good degree of
visualization ability and someartistic competence on the part of the test developer; where this is not thecase, test developer-produced

sketches may be counterproductive. In allinstances, the artist should be explicitly urged to suggent improvements,revisions, or even completely new approaches to any visual outlines provided bythe test developer.

(3) Penciled working drafts should be provided by the artist and reviewedcarefully by the test developer before the final inked drawings are prepared.Also at this stage, a clinical tryout should be conducted by asking a number ofnative speakers to answer the intended questions on the basis of the drawingsprovided. For each picture or picture sequence, native speakers should bereadily able, with a quick look at the pictures, to "follow the script" veryclosely in terms of the items mentioned, the events described, etc. Anyhesitation or confusion,
misinterpretation of the scene, etc. will indicate theneed for revision of the drawings.

In the Chinese tests, for both the single picture and picture-sequencesections, a recurring question was the degree of emphasis to be accorded toU.S.-based settings by comparison to Chinese settings. It was acknowledgedthat, from a strictly viewed "proficiency" standpoint, examinees at a givenscore level should be expected to be able to speak equally well about places,activities, and events within both U.S. and Chinese settings. However,depending on the particulr type of teaching program that the examinee hasundergone, he or she may not have been exposed to any extent to the lexicalitems (or other pertinent linguistic aspects) at issue in one or the other ofthese cultural contexts. For example, students using text materials based onmainland China or Taiwanese settings may not have been exposed to evenrelatively simple food, clothing, etc. vocabulary as applicable to a Westerncontext. In an attempt to minimize the potential negative effects on examineeswhose language learning experiences have been exclusively or predominantly in asingle cultural setting--while remaining as faithful as possible to the conceptof generalized, non-curriculum specific, proficiency testing--the followingguidelines were followed in developing the picture-based sections (as well asthe other test sections):

To the extent possible, a rough balance should be made between scenessituated in the U.S. and in a Ch.nese country. For example, in Form B, the"giving directions" task is set in the Chinese countryside; the "detaileddescription," in an American st,,armarket; and the present, past, and futurenarrations, respectively, cover a day in the life of an American schoolteacher,

13
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problems encountered in a New York hotel, and plans for shopping and tourismduring an upcoming visit to Beijing.

Notwithstanding the formal location of a given scene, the particularelements to be dealt with by the examinee should be culturally neutral andequally possible in both geographic settings. For example, in the New Yorkhotel setting, most of the problems depicted in the drawings (insufficientwater supply, noise from an adjoining room, waiter-spilled food) couldcertainly be encountered in either U.S. or Chinese contexts.

RESPONSES TO PRINTED QUESTIONS

For each question in this-4part, the examinee reads a printed question inEnglish (which is also voiced on the tape) and answers it during the pauseprovided. The primary measurement objective of this part of the test is toprovide for an extension of the f,irst ("conversation") part of the test intoareas of discourse that go beyond simple question-answer exchanges. These moreextended performances, which collectively are aimed at probing aspects ofproficiency at issue between roughly levels 2 and 313+, include the followingtypes of examinee performances.

(Extended descriptions of personal interests and activities:)

"Please describe the kinds of cultural activities you particularly enjoy."

"Please talk about what you like to do for recreation."

"Please talk about the kinds af things you like to read for pleasure.'

(Comparisons:)

"Talk about the advantages and disadvantages of being a student (as opposed toworking full time)."

"Which do you prefer, Chinese or American food, and why?"

"Talk about the advantages and disadvantages of having a television set in yourhome."

(Compleic descriptions:)

"Explain to a Chinese friend.how credit cards are used in the United States."

"Explain to a Chinese friend how one would go about buying a used car in theUnited States."

"Explain to a Chinese friend how one would go about renting an apartment in theUnited States."
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(Supported opinion:)

"Some people feel that the primary goal of education should be to preparestudents to better compete in the job market. Do you agree or disagree?Explain why."

"Some people feel that the influx of people from foreign countries is making itdifficult for American citizens to get work. Others argue that the strength ofAmerica lies in its cultural diversity, and that the country benefits from thepresence of foreign-born persons. With which of these two positions would youmost strongly agree? Give reasons for your opinion."

(Hypothetical situations:)

"Suppose you were asked to defer your current career plans for a period of oneor two years and to carry out some other activity of direct and immediatebenefit to your own or another society. Describe what you might do and howthis might affect society."

"Suppose that an acquaintance is considering studying Chinese and has come toyou for advice and guidance about the best approach to follow. What would yourrecommendations be?"

"If it were financially unnecessary for you to continue working beyond age 45,what do you think you would want to do over the course of the rest of yourlife? Why would you choose these particular activities?"

Ouestion-preparation suggestions and additional discussion of the"responses to printed questions" item type are given immediately below:

As in the simulated conversation section, any question posed in thissection should be applicable to any potential examinee., For example, thequestion asking for "advice aae guidance" concerning Chinese study presupposesthat the examinee has formally studied Chinese in the past and/or has had otherkinds of experiences that would provide a reasonable knowledge background inthis area.

The questions should deal with topics that are about equally familiar tomale and female examinees. For example, a gener41 question about foodpreferences ("Which do you prefer, Chinese or American food, and why?") would-be appropriate for both male and female examinees,', whereas a question dealingwith particular recipes, cooking techniques, etc might not.

"complex description" questions, each topic should be one that anative English speaker might legitimately have occasion to talk about with aChinese-speaking interlocutor in a real-life conversational situation. In thisregard,. explaining "how credit cards are used in the United States" is a moreappropriate topic of discourse than, for example, describing banking procedures.in Taiwan.

Prospective "supported opinion" questions should undergo each of thefollowing checks:
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The topic on which an opinion is requested should be one that virtually
every examinee would have had some contact with through the the media, general
reading habits, etc. For example, "education for careers" vs. "education for
personal development" is a "person-in-the-street" topic that virtually any
examinee would be expected to have encountered and to have some general
thoughts about.

Topics that are highly controversial or that address potentially
sensitive religious, moral, or emotional areas should be avoided, including,
for example, abortion, use of heroic life-sustaining measures, the "right" to
commit suicide under certain circumstances, etc. Although these matters are
indeed frequently discussed in real life, the potential "public relations"
consequences of including items of this type in a widely distributed test--as
well as the very real possibility of offending or taking aback a number of
individual examinees--would argue rather strongly against their inclusion.

The question itself should be carefully framed, so that the specific
area of debate/choice at issue is very clear, and at least the broad outlines
of potential arguments that might ba made (on both sides) are provided. For
example, instead of the quite vague and undirected "What is your opinion about
foreigners coming to the United States, and why?," the question actually used
in this topical area stated two alternative positions --"Some people
feel...difficult for American citizens to get work"; counterposed by "others
argue...cultural diversity." The second formulation, while providing a good
amount of latitude for the more proficient examinee, also gives needed support
to the level 1/1+ respondent in the form of broad-outline suggestions about how
a response might be framed.

A major goal of the hypothetical questions is to provide an opportunity
for the examinee to demonstrate his or her capabilities i discussing concepts,
issues, and ideas, as distinguished from the more factual topics addressed, for
example, in the complex description questions. Two considerations in the
preparation of the hypothetical questions are as follows:

To engage the examinee directly in the hypothesized situation, a "first
person" response is asked for: "Suppose that you were asked to defer..."; "If
it were financially unnecessary for you to continue working...."

- As is the case throughout the test, potentially emotion-laden
situations, e.g., "Suppose that you became very ill," "Suppose you suffered a
family tragedy," etc., are avoided.

Notwithstanding the preceding, the hypothetical situation established
should require some serious introspection on the examinee's part at the level
of at least temporary changes in life-style.or direction.

Situations requiring the examinee ,to assume impossible roles or personae
.("Suppose you were the President of the United States..."; "Suppose that you
had just discovered America...") should be avoided, both on 'real-life
communication" grounds and on the grounds:that examinees would be expected t
have.Widely differing capabilities'to "project" .and "pretend" in fanciful
situations of this type, regardless of their degree of competence in the target
language'per se.
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SITUATIONS

The last section of the test was intended to correspond, to the greatest
extent possible, to the "role-play" activities frequently included at or near
the end of the live interview. As such, they were considered to offer the
greatest possibility for determining the examinee's ability to select and use
the specific lexicon, register, and speech style most appropriate to that
particular type of situation and, in general, to demonstrate situationally-
determined sociolinguistic competencies not readily elicited in other sections
of the test.

The general instructions for this section read in part as follows: "For
each situation, you are asked to pretend that you are actually in the
situation, and.to respond in a linguistically appropriate manner....When you
respond, be sure to use the type and style of language that a native Chinese
speaker would use in this situation.' The following is a typical "situation"
question:

You are standing in line at a train station ticket window in Taipei.
There are two people ahead of you and your train is scheduled to leave in
five minutes. Ask the people in front if they could possibly let you get
ahead of them, eaplaining the reason for your request.

To be noted in the above are specific or clearly implicit characterizations of
(a) the physical setting in-which the communication is taking place (train
station ticket window in,Taipei); (b) the interlocutor(s) with whom the
exatineetillHneed,to communicate (Taiwan!se4ellow-ticke,t purchasers); (c) any
temporal or tther:tonditions potentially influencing the nature or extent of
tht'communication.(five minutei left before train time); and (d) the style or
tone .of language most apprOpriate 'in this context (although nottxplicitly
stated, the 'possibly let you get ahead...explaining the reason" phrase
strongly implies an apologetic (and rapid] itvocation of external extenuating
circumstances).

Across the five situations Presented in each test version, there is a
progressive increase in both the, linguistic competence and psycholinguistic/
ct.11tural:sophistication requiredjtt-deal appropriately-and effectively with the

Hsituation involved.,: The eirliest-questionS in thit Section deal iith fairly
"Standard" ,..4itilations in ,which affectively unmarked and largely conventional
communicatiVe-tasksare at issue, 46r eXample:

-:Youare±at the front desk of a stall hotel on the east Coast of Taiwan.
Tellthe Clerk: you need a single room With air conditioning and private
bath Anquite 'about the room rateand ask:if yoU can pay by travelers

l.aterSituations inVolve tore sophisticated languageusvin: which some degree
of Rersuasive:or argumentativtAiscourse an-dfor culturally atpropriate display

Hof anieri-AiSsati,%factioni or other pertonal emotion is reqUired:
-
Yot:havejtst fini,shed,eitinglunch in a crowdedbusY restaurant in
Kaohsiung In:looking over the:theck, you find that you:have
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inadvertently been charged for an additional dish you did not order, and
also that the price of one of the dishes you did order is higher than was
shown on the menu. Call the waiter and describe these discrepancies. Ask
for the bill to be corrected.

Several days ago, you purchased an inexpensive tape recorder from an
electronics store in Taipei. After using it for several days, you realize
that it does not meet your needs. You have brought it back to the store
to ask for a refund, but the clerk is insisting that you exchange it for
another item of merchandise. Explain to the clerk that the other tape
recorders in the store are also inadequate for your purposes and that you
do not really need any other type of electronic equipment carried by the
store. Explain that you need a cash refund in order to apply the amount
to a more sophisticated machine.

On the grounds that proficiency in Chinese at the 3/3+ level requires, in
addition to other competencies, the ability to perform appropriately in typical
ceremonial/formulaic settings, one of the five role-play questions in each test
version dealt with situations similar to the following:

A Chinese colleague in a school in China has invited you and two of your
friends to his home for Chinese New Year. You realize that this is a very
gracious invitation. After dinner, on behalf of you and your friends,
make some appropriate remarks. In the course of your remarks, thank your
host and his family for the wonderful meal and for their great
hospitality. Also extend an invitation to him and his family for dinner
in a local restaurant next Saturday evening.

In addition to insuring that the physical setting, interlocutor(s),
temporal or other conditions, and style/tope of the language to be used are
clearly indicated in the'description of the situation, the following points
should be taken into account in drafting and reviewing the "situation"
questions:

The situation should be one in which the examinee could indeed become
involved in'real life, either as a visitor to a Chinese-speaking country or as
a host for Chinese-speaking persons in the United States. As with the
"hypothetical"'questions previously discussed, the situations should not
require the examinee to,assuie a different persona (for example, a Chinese
head-of-household admonishing family members; a Chinese bus driver giving
directions to a Chinese passenger, etc.), but should always have real or
potential "truth-value" for an English-speaking, nonnative learner of Chinese
in a realistic-Chinese or U.S. context.

arAlthO4gh the:examinee i.sjIresum,ed to haye some degree of knowledge-,0
and sensiti,Vity to thhinesecultural .,context asthi-S affects:the select.ion
and .deliVer03f di.SCOurse'.Within:theparticul.arsituation, Only the-more basic
and perV4sive culturallymarked ,sit.uat.ion!shOuld be presented. :Cultural
situationiata:ponnative_speaker'woul,d -never Or,:rarely,beexpected to
encounter(e..--g.:01aving to siy the,."ri.ght:thing" at i Chipese:fUneral) should

-1)e aVOided-ai beipg:both tOo rare'Aind too speci4lized.
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QUESTION PREPARATION AND REVIEW

For all sections of the test, preparation and review of the test questions
is best accomplished by a group of 3-4 individuals who work as a team for
initial planning and discussion, subsequently prepare draft questions on an
individial basis, and then reconvene to jointly review and revise the draft
questions and assemble the draft test form(s) for trial administration.
Following are more detailed recommendations for the composition and activitiesof this group.

(1) The group as a whole should possess educated native-speaker competencein the language; experience in teaching the language to English-speaking
learners; educated native-speaker competence in English; and detailed
familiarity and considerable "hands-on" experience with the ACTFL/ILR speaking
proficiency scale and rating procedure. Ideally, all members of the groupwould have these qualifications;

realistically, these attributes will be sharedin different degrees among the group members.

(2) Native-speaker competence and native cultural background in the target
language is especially critical in preparing and reviewi, the "personal
conversation" questions and in reviewing the other sections of the test for
cultural authenticity. Native English competence is critical to the final
wording of the English directions and English-medium questions/situations.

(3) Two separate, parallel test forms are considered the minimum needed toprovide adequate fleObility for multiple admjnistratiOns (e.g., pre- and post-
testing of a giyen exAminee group) and to reduce the likeljhOod .of having
portions of the test "memorized" by the students or otherwise compromised
within a brief.,period of time (The Chinese Project developeda totaInf fourforms.) Regardlesiof the total!number of forMs to be developed, an adequate
"overage" of test :qUstiOns should be prepared so asto allow for the
inevitabje attrition at the reyiew stage or f011owiTig stage!. It is not
possible to sUggest a single percentagefigUre

.for"overage," since this would
vary 'according toHthe tethnicaltlingUistic

expertise:within the group, prior
experience'JnAenerally similar test:Ilevel.opment activities, and so forth.
HoWeVer,' At least:4,50 percent overageH(i.e.,:half again as many draft
:questions preparedat will be needed in the final tet version) Woold be
considered a minimum in thje regard.

(4) Draft testquestions, after being prepared and revjewed in accordance
with theldescriptiOne and di!custions in the precedi:ng sections, should be
astembled,lhto tWoor'lliOre similar parallel :formt 4or'.-trialadministration'.Within each t!tt'eectionhe:questions

should progress in degree of'
fophisticatiO(ananti-cipated:4i/ficUlty, so that at the:beginning of each::

a,-"fresh !tart", with !mie relatively easy
Aateri:al(A!Jndicatedre.Vioutlyhoweyer-,':eVen:,the more,,challen.gi:ng
:qUettiOnsshoUld-beWritten in such,v-Way that,:.theAess prOficient examinee
wilrhav-e,:atleattsomethinl to tayAboUt the situatiOn or topic, albeit not
with the.:1,evel::of !ophieticatiOn and accuracyexpected of examinees at or_

beyond:the leyel:::"targeted" by a particular question.)

(5) In-addition to the testsection-specific consideration!, other
importantpoints for review are'as follows
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(a) Is the target language, wherever used, accurate, current, idiomatic,and of a "standard"
variety acceptable to virtually all educated speakers ofthe language?

(b) Are the pictured settings and verbally defined situations culturallyauthentic? Do they represent
language-use contexts that an English-speakiw.;learner would reasonably

be expected to encounter in his or her contacts withnative speakers of the language, either in the U.S. or in the target languagecountry?

(c) Are the English directions clear, to the point, and readilyunderstandable by examinees at a level of education and general knowledgeanticipated for this test? Although some degree of sophistication andprecision of terminology will be required to adequately "set the stage" forcertain of the questions (especially in the 'responses to printed questions"and 'situations" sections), care should he taken to keep the printed and spokenEnglish as simple and as straightforward
as possible, consistent withadeuately conveying the response tasks at issue.

(d) Do the language-use tasks, considered across the test as a whole,adequately cover the range of topics, functions, and degree of accuracy ofexaminee performance at issue from levels 1 to 3/3+ on the ACTFL/ILR scale?

ASSEMBLY AND TRIAL ADMINISTRATION OF DRAFT TEST FORMS

Included in this phase are the actual preparation of test booklets andmaster tape and the small-scale administration of the test to both nativespeakers of the language and learners
representative of the intended examineepopulation. Procedural suggestions are as follows:

(1) If possible, use an electronic word processing system to prepare boththe test booklet copy (other than the line drawings) and the script for themaster test tape. This greatly facilitates
any necessary later changes, and isalso a major timetaver in the preparation of multiple test forms, since uniform'shells' giving the overall format and the unchanging (e.g., generaldirections) portions of the test can be prepared and used as the basic templatefor all forms.

(2) For the test booklet, format considerations include the following:
(a) General direCtions should appear on the front cover, 'with the examineeinstructed nOt.to open the booklet until told to do so by the taped 4oice.(Fdr the Chinese Speaking Test, the examinee's bookl.et remains closed until the"simulated conversation" portion has been eompleted.)

(b) It is advisable'to.place all textual and graphic material on only theright-hand side of the page, and to have each major test sectlon begin a newpage. In this way, maximum control of examinee progess through the.test can bemaintained, with "reading ahead" and other inappropriate test-taking behavior.minimized.

(c) Side-stapled'(or preferably, saddle-stapled) booklets are preferableo corner-stapled, in that the former lie flatter 4nd the pages are much, less
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likely to become detached.

(d) "Do not turn the page until you are asked to do so" (or similarinstructions) should be boldly printed at the bottom of each right-hand page.
(e) Paper stock should be sufficiently

heavy and opaque to prevent "see-through." Since it is anticipated that each test booklet will serve formultiple administrations (the examinee does not write in or otherwise mark thebooklet), heavier paper stock will also lengthen the useful life of thebooklet.

(f) For the trial
administration, it is sufficient to work with clear,full-size pencil versions of the line drawings (i.e., the drawings that theartist would ultimately ink in for the final version). In this way, any neededchanges can be readily and relatively inexpensively incorporated into the finalversion.

(3) Suggestions for the tape script and for the tape recording session:
(a) In preparation for the trial administration (during which the amountof response time actually taken by typical examinees will be determined), onlya short, unobtrusive

"beep" signal should be given at the end of each question,followed immediately by the next question. It will be the test administrator'sresponsibility to stop the master tape after each signal, and then allow theexaminee as much time as necessary to respond to that question. In the finalversion of the test, predetermined response times (i.e., blank tape running fora specified number of seconds) will be inserted following each question asappropriate.

(b) Adequate time (e.g., 5 seconds) should be provided for the examinee toturn the page, as well as 2-3 seconds after a spoken "stop" command. All suchtimings should be shown in the script at the appropriate locations. Double-spaced scripts are easier to read and handle in a recording studio setting thanare single-spaced.

(c), The perion yoici.ng thdtarget language questionsjor the"conversation" portion should be an educated
native splaker of the standard'dialect with a good

recording ,voice fr,ee of regional dr idiosyncratic:
charaCteristicsSincOhe:Conversation on the::tape is intended to be with asing10speaker, it Wduld beAdadvisable to use mdre than a single voice.Each question:.should be spoken onCei -at a relaxed (but:not artificiallY slow)conversatiOnal pace;

(d).:.I.f:at all poslible, the English speaker .(masteoite) shduldbe a ,r
trained narrator accUstomedto dealing With testing/educational material. iAt,the reCordingsessidn',

.qualified litt.enerS'capable
of,,carefuOy monitoring boththe, EngIish and

targetlanguagespeakers::should::beon :hand, and sboUld nothesitate:to call ft)* as many .,"takes" as pecessary'to secure a high qUalityrecording.

(4) Once trial versions of the test booklet:and tape:are available (bothcontaininvsOmewhat mord:questions in each section:than will ultimately beinclUdd# in the finalteit:form), thd test:should be adOinistered to 374:.-educatecLnative speekei'l of the target language on a one-to-one basis. At

21
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issue in this tryout are:

(a) Accuracy and adequacy of the stimulus questions. Do the test
questions in each section, including the situation descriptions, elicit thetypes of responses anticipated? Do the higher-level questions yield native-
speaker answers at the expected level of sophistication, discourse style, etc.?

(b) Are there ambiguities in any aspect of the line drawings? For the
picture descriptions and sequence of pictures, do the native speakers "followthe script" as to the anticipated responses?

(c) Do any of the test questions or other aspects of the test strike thenative speakers as linguistically unnatural, culturally questionable, etc.?

(d) Do the native speakers take roughly similar amounts of time to answera given question? The typical native response tine may be considered aminimum, which will usually need to be increased for non-native examinees (seediscussion below).

(5) Following any revisions indicated on the basis of the native-speakertryouts, the draft test materials should then be administered--again on a one-to-one basis-- to 8-10 examinees distributed as evenly as possible over thelevel 1 to level 3/3+ range. The following are especially to be noted:

(a) Under "natural" (non-timed) conditions, what is the range of responsetimes for each of the test questions? It should be possible, for eachquestion, to identify a general range of response times within which most ofthe examinees appear to fall, discounting, as necessary, abnormally brief
responses by examinees at the lowest end of the scale and/or an occasional
quite garrulous reply by a more fluent examinee. The response time finallyestablished for a given question should tend toward the upper bound of theidentified range. As a rough estimate of suitable response times, which shouldbe experimentally verified before being adopted for a given test and language,the following are the timings used in the Chinese test project:

Simulated Conversation: 5-20 sec.

Picture Descriptions: 75 sec.

Responses to Printed Questions: 75-90 sec.

Situations: 30-90 sec.

(b) Do any of the examinees seem to go "off track" in their responses(ie. give or attempt to.give answers that are not at all in keeping with theintent of the question)? If.so, the examinee should be asked to comment on thethoughtprocesses he orshe went through in analyzing and responding to thequestion, with possible implications for revision.

:(C),,StTucturedH.conversation Withtheexaminees immediately following the'ttsting can,.help:provide:information on'funclear questions, portionS,of the testthat theeXamineeconSidered .."unfalr," etc. Slnce thetest iS proficiency7oriented,- .inordinate:attention Should .nOt:be paid:tothe:fact that a givenexatinee "never learned" to handleia particular topic, style of discourse, or:
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general lexical area. However, if several otherwise fluent examinees appear to
have "blocked" on the word for a particular object or action in one of the
drawings, or in some other way been appreciably hindered by the lack of a
particular lexical item, consideration should be given to revising the question
to minimize or eliminate this particular stumbling block.

FINAL TEST PRODUCTION AND ADMINISTRATION

In view of the fact that the tryout version of the test will contain
somewhat more questions than are to be used in the final version, it will be
possible at this point to remove from further consideration questions that
appear to have quality deficiencies of any type and to concentrate on those
questions which have been found to operate substantially in the manner
intended. Any necessary corrections or modifications should, of course, be
made to the retained questions with respect to both the printed text/pictures
and the recorded script. Some judgment will be required concerning whether the
tape script should be re-recorded in its entirety or whether it will be
possible to simply "strip in" any needed corrections on the original master
tape. As a general matter, unless the changes are quite minor and the services
of a professional recording studio are available to insure, for example, that
the recording level of the inserted material closely matches the original
level, it is preferable to re-record the entire test tape, with, of course, the
same carLful during- and after-recording review that was carried out for the
trial vers!on.

Once the proof copy of the final master tape is available and the camera-
ready copy for the test booklet has been prepared (with the latter mocked-up
into the exact format and pagination that will be used in the printed version),
at least One--and preferably more--qualified reviewers should attentively
"take" the test, from beginning to end, by listening to the tape and following
all of the directions provided. It is at thiS stage that any remaining
problems will lieed to be caught (for example, insuffi:Aent time for page
turning, mis-numbered pages, etc.).

If possible, offset printing, rather than xeroxing or other similar
process, should be'HUsed to,prodUce the test booklets. HParticularly for the
line draWings.,'pffsetouality Printing is necessary -t,) provide highly legible ,

andunambigout reproduction. As previOuslyiindicated, opaque, someWhat heavier
thanHnori4.1 paperstock:Js recommended, especially if the booklets are to be
reused ieyeral times. Side7:Or'saddle-staplIlg it recommentlecreo that the
pages wil.1 lie :flatter and the boOklet will be more physically secure than with
corner -stapling...

The :completed test it'readilr.admini.sterable::either In 4Jariguage
laboratoryquipped .for student:recording:or,on an ,Okamineeby.-ekaminee basit,
by means of two portable tape recorders, one.to play the tape and the other to
recortLthe:exaMinee...i voice-. For jangUage'labadmini.s.tration, exa,tlinees should
be .seated at,far.from One anOther as possible, to:minimize-deliberate or
inadyertent'"1.istening in" to other examinees responses,'



TEST SCORING

As emphasized at the beginning of this manual, the conceptualization anddevelopment of the particular type of test described here is aimed at
implementing, in a semi-direct format, the proficiency testing approach andrating scale developed by ACTFL/ILR and other agencies collaborating in theseefforts. It is, therefore, considered absolutely necessary for persons
attempting to operationally evaluate examinee performance by means of a test ofthis type to have undergone a full interviewer/rater training program under theauspices of ACTFL or other recognized agency, so as to be able to validly and
reliably apply the same evaluation process and standards to the semi-direc
instrument. Information concerning the availability and scheduling of
interviewer/rater training workshops conducted by ACTFL or other qualified
training sources may be obtained by contacting the American Council on the
Teaching of Foreign Languages, 579 Broadway, Hastings-on-Hudson, NY 10706.

Experience gained during the test scoring and validation phases of the
Chinese Speaking Test project suggests that linguistically qualified
individuals who have successfully completed a comprehensive ACTFL-type
interviewer/rater training program should be able to readily transfer these
evaluation standards and skills to similar assessments of examinee performance
based on responses to the semi-direct test. Since the latter type of testing
work is still in its early stages, there has not yet been the opportunity to
develop a large infrastructure of auxiliary information and shared experience
particular to the rating of the semi-direct tests per se. However, it is CAL's
intent to serve as an inf-crmal clearinghouse for information, suggestions, and
accounts-of-experience with the development and evaluation of both the present
semi-direct tests in Chinese and similar tests in other languages that may be
developed in the future. Persns or institutiorks who would like to receive or
share any relevant information are asked to contact the Center for Applied
Linguistics, 1118 22nd Street, NW, Washington, DC 20037.
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Questionnaire fOr Participants in Chinese Speaking Test Study

We would very much appreciate your answers to the following
questions concerning the three speaking' tests (live interview,plus two tape-recorded tests) which you took in connection withthe Chinese Speaking Test study. We are asking for your name onthe form simply as a check that the questionnaire has ber,received. All information will be analyzed on pn anonymous,group basis for purposes of test improvement. Thank you inadvance for your comments, and for your much-appreciatedparticipation in the test development process.

1. Over the course of the ive interview, do you feel that yourmaximum level of speaking ability in Chinese was adequatelyprobed by the tester?

( ) Yes ( ) No

Any comments on this question?

2. Over the course of the taped test, do you feel that thedescriptions, narratives, situations, and other types ofquestions in the test were adequate to probe your maximum level
of speaking ability in Chinese?

( ) Yes ( ) No

Comment on this question?

3. In the live interview, were there any questions asked .orspeaking situations required which you felt were in any Way%nfair"?.

( ) Yes

( ) No

(If "Yes," please briefly describe the question(s) involved.)



Questionnaire--Chinese Speaking Test Study
Page 2

4. In the taped tests, were there any picture/descriptions;narratives, situations, or other questions that you felt were inany way "unfair"?

) Yes ( ) N

(If "Yes," please describe briefly.)

5. In which of the two types of test--live interview or tapedtest--did you feel the more anxious or nervous?

( ) Live interview

( ) Taped test

( ) Both were about the same

Comments?

B. Which of the two types of tests did you feel was the moredifficult?

( ) Live interview

( ) Taped test

( ) Both were about the same

Comments?

7. During the taped test, were the Pauses .for YoUr response.-usually long enough for you to respond as fully ,0S yOu wishedAo!7Were able)?

) Pauses Were usually too short

) Pauses were usually about right

PauseS were:usually too
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Comments?

8. In the taped test, were the directions for the differentparts of the test sufficiently clear and detailed?
( ) Yes

( ) No

Comments?

9. Assuming that you would receive the same score through bothtechniques, would you personally rather take a live interview ora (single) taped test in order to show your speaking ability?
( ) I would rather take a live Interview because:

( ) I would rather take a taped test because:

( ) I have no real preference
10. Please use the space below to comment on any aspect of thelive interview or ths taped test that is not covered in any ofthe preceding questions. We would appreciate any suggestions asto how these testing procedures might be improved.

Thank you very much for your help.

Name




